During the preparation of the Supplementary information for this Article, an incorrect nucleotide sequence for the RNA oligo used for ligation to cellular RNA was included on page 1. The sequence has now been replaced and the authors apologize for any confusion caused.
Identification of 3' ends.
The oligo--only mapping datasets were used to identify the native 3' end positions. For each position in the genome, the coverage variation (CV) at that position was calculated as the difference of the average coverage of the 15 nt upstream (CU) and the 15 nt downstream (CD) relative to that position (CV = CU -CD). Hence, the read coverage of the oligo--only dataset was transformed into a coverage variation dataset where every genomic location is characterized by change of read abundance around that location (CV). In this transformed dataset, a large negative CV corresponds to an increase in read abundance whereas a large positive CV corresponds to a decrease of read abundance. We only processed locations with positive CV values because our objective was to identify the 3' ends of the transcripts. Since locations with relatively high positive coverage variation (CV) indicate sites of oligo--ligation, we performed peak detection to identify these sites. The heights of the peaks, described as peakheight hereafter, directly correspond to the coverage change that is present at the coordinate of the peak center. A step--size of >3 was used to calculate the local maxima that precisely identified the ligation sites (native 3' ends). The positions of the peaks in the +IPTG and -IPTG conditions were highly similar; in >99% of the cases the peak position was found to be within a window of ±3 nt. Peak positions that were not present within 5 nt in both +IPTG and -IPTG samples were considered nonspecific and removed. This method identified 14,455 peaks (7756 in the forward and 6699 in the reverse strand). To further reduce noise, we only considered peaks with peakheight higher than 10, resulting in 5332 considered peaks (2931 in the forward and 2401 in the reverse strand). Terminator screening and characterization. The peakheight reflects the relative abundance of the 3' ends that are dependent on expression of the transcript and the efficiency of the mechanism by which the 3' end is generated. A peak with a high peakheight value indicates a highly abundant 3' end. In bacteria, abundant 3' ends can be generated by transcription termination, RNA processing, or via stabilization of RNA degradation intermediates, while the peakheight is directly related to the efficiency of these mechanisms. 3' ends can also be generated by abortive transcription, transcriptional arrest or by mechanical shearing during the process of RNA isolation. We initially screened the peaks using FindTerm (SoftBerry) (7) using a modified configuration file to find intrinsic terminators. Several of the peaks were crosschecked visually using Mfold (8) and RNAfold (9) to confirm the presence of a terminator. Calculation of termination efficiency. To characterize the global effect of NusA on intrinsic terminators, we excluded peaks with a peakheight below 30 (transcripts with low abundance and/or terminators with very low efficiency) to avoid analyzing termination efficiencies with low statistical significance. We thus considered a total of 1492 terminators with a U--tract containing at least 3 U residues within the first 9 nt following a hairpin, of which 726 were from the forward strand and 766 from the reverse strand. In many cases, the 3' end occurred within a 2--3 nt window rather than at a fixed position. In such cases, the nucleotide at which maximum ligation occurred was considered as the point of termination (POT), although exonucleolytic trimming of the U--tracts following termination likely contributed to the 2--3 nt window in some cases. Termination efficiencies were determined for the standard RNA--seq merged datasets and for individual datasets (to determine the statistical significance), using an algorithm to compare the number of 
